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Abstract
Node classification in attributed graphs is an im-
portant task in multiple practical settings, but it
can often be difficult or expensive to obtain la-
bels. Active learning can improve the achieved
classification performance for a given budget on
the number of queried labels. The best existing
methods are based on graph neural networks, but
they often perform poorly unless a sizeable vali-
dation set of labelled nodes is available in order
to choose good hyperparameters. We propose
a novel graph-based active learning algorithm
for the task of node classification in attributed
graphs; our algorithm uses graph cognizant logis-
tic regression, equivalent to a linearized graph-
convolutional neural network (GCN), for the pre-
diction phase and maximizes the expected error
reduction in the query phase. To reduce the de-
lay experienced by a labeller interacting with the
system, we derive a preemptive querying system
that calculates a new query during the labelling
process, and to address the setting where learn-
ing starts with almost no labelled data, we also
develop a hybrid algorithm that performs adap-
tive model averaging of label propagation and lin-
earized GCN inference. We conduct experiments
on five public benchmark datasets, demonstrating
a significant improvement over state-of-the-art ap-
proaches and illustrate the practical value of the
method by applying it to a private microwave link
network dataset.
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1. Introduction
In many classification tasks there are explicit or implicit
relationships between the data points that need to be classi-
fied. One can represent such data using a graph, where an
edge between two nodes (data points) indicates the presence
of a relationship. The resultant task of node classification
has attracted significant attention from the graph-learning
research community, and numerous graph learning archi-
tectures have been developed that yield impressive perfor-
mance, especially in semi-supervised settings (Defferrard
et al., 2016; Kipf & Welling, 2017; Hamilton et al., 2017;
Velicˇkovic´ et al., 2018; Zhuang & Ma, 2018; Gao et al.,
2018a; Liu et al., 2019). In such cases, knowledge of the
graph topology can compensate for scarcity of labelled data.
In practice, the semi-supervised classification task often
arises in scenarios where it is challenging or expensive to
obtain labels. If we have the opportunity to decide which
nodes to query, then we should try to select the most infor-
mative nodes that lead to the best classification accuracy.
This is, in a nutshell, the goal of active learning; as we ac-
quire labels, we make decisions about which label to query
next based on what we have learned. This is important in
applications such as medical imaging, where generating
labels requires considerable valuable time from domain ex-
perts (Hoi et al., 2006; Gal et al., 2017; Kurzendorfer et al.,
2017). The development of active learning algorithms for
node classification in graphs can be motivated by applica-
tions of graph convolutional neural networks (GNNs) in the
medical field. For example, in (Parisot et al., 2018), GNNs
are used to classify brain scan images, with the goal of
predicting disease outcomes or detecting the presence of a
disorder. Although we may have access to many brain scans
and can specify relationships between them (thus building
a graph), obtaining labels for them is expensive because it
requires attention from medical experts.
The early research that applies active learning to graph data
mainly focuses on the non-attributed graph setting (Zhu
et al., 2003b; Ji & Han, 2012; Ma et al., 2013). We focus
on node classification for attributed graphs, so the recently
proposed GNN-based methods (Cai et al., 2017; Gao et al.,
2018b) are more aligned with the task we address. The
results reported in these works are usually based on GNNs
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with hyperparameters that have been optimized using a large
labelled validation set. This is an unrealistic setting; if we
have access to such a large amount of labeled data, we
should use much more of it to train the classifier. As we
illustrate in the experiments in Section 5, if hyperparam-
eters are not optimized, but are chosen randomly from a
reasonable range of candidate values, the performance of
the GNN-based active learning methods deteriorates dramat-
ically.
In this work, we aim to address the limitations of the GNN
methods. We propose an algorithm that is based on the
Expected Error Minimization (EEM) framework (Settles,
2009). In this framework, we select the query that minimizes
the expected classification error according to our current
model. We use the simplified graph convolution (SGC) (Wu
et al., 2019), a graph-cognizant logistic regression, as a
predictive model for the labels. This model, which can be
derived as a linearization of the graph convolutional neu-
ral network (Wu et al., 2019), performs much better when
there is limited data compared to a GNN with suboptimal
hyperparameters, and achieves competitive accuracy as the
number of labels increases.
Most active learning techniques involve initial training of a
model and then an iterative process of (i) identifying the best
query by some criterion (the core step of active learning);
(ii) obtaining the label from an oracle; and (iii) updating the
model. In an interactive application, this can lead to a delay
if the query generation of step (i) is not extremely fast. Al-
though it is principled and competitive to other approaches,
the EEM algorithm does have the disadvantage of an in-
creased computational overhead. However, we note that a
delay will also be introduced at step (ii); human labelling
can take seconds (document categorization (Settles, 2009))
to minutes (cancer diagnosis from skin lesion images (Gal
et al., 2017), MRI tumour segmentation (Kurzendorfer et al.,
2017), or fault detection in microwave link networks). With
this in mind, the interactive delay can be reduced or even
eliminated if the model update and query identification steps
can be started and completed while the labelling is con-
ducted. We develop such a preemptive strategy, based on a
prediction of the labelling from the oracle.
In summary, our paper makes the following contributions:
(i) we propose a practical approach for active learning in
graphs that does not have the unrealistic requirement of a
validation set for hyperparameter tuning; (ii) we extend the
proposed approach to introduce preemptive query genera-
tion in order to reduce or eliminate the delay experienced
by a labeller during interaction with the system; (iii) we
derive bounds on the error in risk evaluation associated with
the preemptive prediction; (iv) we analyze performance on
five public benchmark datasets and show a significant im-
provement compared to state-of-the-art GNN active learning
methods (and label propagation strategies); (v) we illustrate
the practical benefit of our method by demonstrating its
application to a private, commercial dataset collected for the
task of identifying faulty links in a microwave link network.
2. Related Research
2.1. Active learning on non-attributed graphs
Many methods for active learning on graphs without node
or edge features are based on the idea of of propagating
label information across the graph, and we hence refer to
them throughout the paper as label-propagation methods.
The most successful techniques are all based on the Binary
Random Markov Field (BRMF) model. The model allows
one to define a posterior on the unknown labels conditioned
on the graph topology and the observed node labels. This
model provides an effective mechanism for representing
smoothness of labels with respect to the graph, but evalu-
ating the posterior is a combinatorial problem. As a result,
researchers have introduced relaxations or approximation
strategies. (Zhu et al., 2003a) relax the BMRF to a Gaus-
sian Random Field (GRF) model, and (Zhu et al., 2003b;
Ji & Han, 2012) and subsequently (Ma et al., 2013) also
employ this model to derive active learning methods. More
recently, (Berberidis & Giannakis, 2018) have applied the
expected change maximization strategy to a GRF model.
(Jun & Nowak, 2016) takes another approach by proposing
a two-step approximation (TSA) of the intractable combina-
torial problem rather than relaxing the BMRF model.
These strategies offer the advantage of being principled
methods that directly target the quantity we want to opti-
mize, but label propagation-based models cannot take into
account node features and consequently must rely on strong
assumptions regarding the relationships between the graph
topology and the data. Most label propagation methods
struggle if the graph is not connected and do not usually
translate well to an inductive setting, because query deci-
sions rely on the knowledge of the complete graph topology.
2.2. Graph neural network methods for active learning
(Cai et al., 2017) leverage the output of a Graph Convo-
lution Network (GCN) (Kipf & Welling, 2017) to design
active learning metrics. Their method is to alternate during
the training of the GCN between adding one node to the
training set and performing one epoch of training. Selection
of the query node is based on a score that is a weighted
mixture of three metrics covering different active learning
strategies: an uncertainty metric, a density-based metric
and a graph centrality metric. The uncertainty metric is
obtained by taking the entropy of the softmax output given
by the current GCN model. The density metric is based on
the GCN node embeddings; the embeddings are clustered
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and the distance between each node’s embedding and the
centre of its cluster is computed. A more central embedding
indicates a more representative node. The graph centrality
metric is independent of the GCN and only relies on the
position of the node in the graph. The weights change as
more nodes are added to the labelled set, in order to reflect
the increased confidence in the two metrics that are derived
from the output of the GCN. The weight adaptation sched-
ule in (Cai et al., 2017) is fixed; (Gao et al., 2018a) propose
an alternative multi-armed bandit algorithm that learns how
to balance the contributions of the different metrics. They
argue that this mechanism can better adapt to the varying
natures of different datasets.
3. Problem Setting
3.1. Pool-based Formulation
We consider the problem of active learning on an attributed
graph G = (V, E) for node classification using feature ma-
trixX and labelsY. The nodes are partitioned into two sets:
a small initial labelled set L0 from with node labels YL0
(|L0|  |V |), and a set U0 consisting of the remaining un-
labelled nodes. The algorithm is given a budget of b nodes
that it can query from U0 to augment YL0 . We denote by
Lt and Ut the sets of labelled and unlabelled nodes, respec-
tively, after t nodes have been added to the initial labelled
set. The pool-based active learning formulation that we are
considering consists of three phases:
1. Prediction Step : X, G and the current node labels, Lt,
are used to infer the labels of the nodes V .
2. Query Step : Until the budget is exhausted, select a
node q∗t ∈ Ut to query and to add to the labelled set Lt.
3. Labeling Step : The oracle takes time ∆ to label q∗t . We
update the sets: Ut+1 = Ut \ {q∗t }, Lt+1 = Lt ∪ {q∗t }.
The goal is to select the best node q∗t to append to Lt at each
iteration t, in order to optimize the prediction performance
throughout the query process. We are not only interested
in the end result after exhausting the query budget, but also
in how quickly we can increase accuracy. Acquiring labels
is presumed to be expensive, so a solution that reaches
competitive performance with fewer nodes is desired.
In addition to the transductive setting outlined above, where
we know the entire graph and all attributes, we also con-
sider an inductive setting, where our goal is to maximize
performance over an additional set of nodes T ; we know
that these are connected to the graph in some fashion, but
we cannot query them and we do not know the edges or
features during the active learning process.
3.2. Reducing interaction delay
With the phases outlined above, the active learning algo-
rithm stalls while waiting for the oracle to label q∗t at the
third phase and then the oracle must wait while the algorithm
computes the best subsequent query node q∗t+1. This is inef-
ficient and, for a human oracle, frustrating. We can address
this by requiring the active learning algorithm to identify the
query node q∗t using the label set Lt−1. If the labelling time
and the query computation time are similar, then neither the
oracle nor the algorithm stalls for long. While the oracle
is generating the label for q∗t , this preemptive active learn-
ing algorithm identifies in parallel the best query node q∗t+1
using Lt. Figure 1 compares the timelines of the standard
single-query active learning procedure (query generation
algorithm waits for the oracle and vice versa) with the pre-
emptive strategy where labelling and query generation are
performed in parallel.
Timeν ν + ∆ 2ν + ∆
YLt query selection→ q∗t
Oracle labels yq∗t .YLt+1 = [YLt ,yq∗t ]
YLt+1 → q∗t+1
(a) Timeline for the standard active learning process.
Timeν 2ν 3ν
YLt−1 → qˆ∗t
Labeling process yqˆ∗t
YLt → qˆ∗t+1
(b) Timeline for preemptive active learning process.
Figure 1. A comparison of the timelines of the standard single-
query active learning process and the proposed preemptive process.
4. Methodology
4.1. Expected error Minimization (EEM)
An active learning algorithm based on error reduction selects
the query q∗ to minimize the expected error. For a classifi-
cation task, the zero-one error is a suitable choice. Denoting
by U9qt the set of unlabelled nodes after t iterations of active
learning with node q removed, i.e., U9qt , Ut \ {q}. The
labels associated with this set are YUt\{q}. Following (Jun
& Nowak, 2016), we can define R+q|YLt , the risk of adding
node q ∈ Ut given the current known label set Lt, as:
R+q|YLt , Eyq
[
EYU9qt
[
1
|U9qt |
∑
i∈U9qt
1[yˆi 6= yi|yq,YLt ]
]]
(1)
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Here yˆi is the label prediction at node i. We thus calculate
expected error by summing error probabilities over the un-
labelled set, minus the node q we are considering. Define
ϕ+qi,k,YLt
,
(
1−max
k′∈K
p(yi = k
′|YLt ,yq = k)
)
, where K
is the set of classes. If the query node yq has label k, then
ϕ+qi,k,YLt
represents the probability of making an error in the
prediction yˆi of the label of node i. If we can compute the
distribution p(y|·), we can evaluate the risk of querying q:
R+q|YLt =
1
|U9qt |
∑
k∈K
∑
i∈U9qt
ϕ+qi,k,YLt
p(yq = k|YLt) (2)
The query algorithm selects the risk-minimizing node q∗t :
q∗t = arg min
q∈Ut
R+q|YLt (3)
It remains to define the probabilistic model p(y|·).
4.2. Graph-cognizant logistic regression
We propose to use a graph-cognizant logistic regression
model to obtain p(y|·). Such a model was introduced
by (Wu et al., 2019), where the SGC is derived as a simpli-
fied (linearized) version of the graph convolutional network
of (Kipf & Welling, 2017). (Wu et al., 2019) showed that
the simplified model can achieve competitive performance
for a significantly lower computational cost. In the EEM
approach to active learning, we must learn a new model
for every potential query node, so it is essential that the
computational cost is relatively low. The SGC meets our
requirements: its computational requirements are moder-
ate and it takes into account the graph structure and node
features.
For a graph with adjacency matrix A, let A˜ = A + I, D
be the degree matrix, and D˜ = D + I. We then define
S , D˜− 12 A˜D˜− 12 . This can be interpreted as a degree
normalized symmetrized adjacency matrix (after self-loops
have been added by the identity matrix I). The prediction
model has the form:
Yˆ = σ(S`XW) . (4)
We define X˜G , S`X; this can be interpreted as graph-
based preprocessing of node features. The parameter `
controls the number of hops that are considered when gen-
erating the final node representation. Usually using a 2-hop
(` = 2) neighborhood yields good results.
4.3. Graph EEM (GEEM)
Using the SGC model, we can compute a risk for each
query node. At each step t, we use the current known labels
YLt to find the weights WYLt by minimizing the error for
predictions YˆLt = σ(X˜LtWYLt ). We use a standard itera-
tive algorithm for maximum likelihood logistic regression
with L2 regularization (e.g., the scikit-learn liblinear solver).
We can then compute p(yq = k|YLt) = σ(x˜qWYLt )(k),
where the index (k) indicates that we extract the k-th ele-
ment of the vector. Then for each candidate node q, for each
possible class k, we solve:
YˆLt,+q,yk = σ(x˜Lt,+q,ykWYLt ,+q,yk) . (5)
Here the notation +q,yk indicates that we are adding node q
to the labelled set and assigning it label yk. For the adopted
model, ϕ+qi,k,YLt = (1− maxk′∈Kσ(x˜iWYLt ,+q,yk)
(k′)). The
node to query is then the one that minimizes the risk:
q∗t = arg min
q∈Ut
1
|U−qt |
∑
k∈K
∑
i∈U9qt
ϕ+qi,k,YLt
σ(x˜qWYLt )
(k)
(6)
From this formulation, we can see that we first have to
evaluate p(y|YLt), then calculate p(y|YLt ,yq = k) for
each of the |K| potential augmented labelled sets L+q,yk′ .
This implies that we have a computational complexity of
O(|U||K|M), where M represents the complexity associ-
ated with training the model. For logistic regression, this is
the overhead involved in learning the weights WYLt . If the
evaluation of p(y|·) is computationally expensive, then the
time required to select a query node can become prohibitive.
This is a common disadvantage of the expected reduction
strategies (Settles, 2009). It then becomes apparent why
using the linearized version of the GCN is important.
The proposed algorithm requires the choice of very few
hyperparameters (only the number of hops ` and logistic re-
gression parameters). This contrasts with the active learning
approaches based on graph neural networks, where there are
multiple hyperparameters that must be selected, and subop-
timal choices can have a major impact on performance.
4.4. Preemptive Query (PreGEEM)
In many practical active learning scenarios, labelling is
performed by a human, and it is often time-consuming; la-
belling a single data point (node) can take tens of seconds or
minutes. It is desirable to have the next query identified as
soon as the labeller has completed the labelling task. With
the EEM algorithm formulated above, this is impossible, be-
cause the query identification in (6) uses the label associated
with the previous query node.
In this section, we outline an alternative approach that per-
forms pre-emptive query calculation, using the labelling
time to identify the next node to query. Instead of waiting
for the oracle to label q∗t−1 to start the identification of q
∗
t
during iteration t, we propose to approximate the risk be-
fore knowing yq∗t−1 . The direct approach is to replace the
risk R+qt|YLt with the expectation over the possible values
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Query 4
Query 3
Query 2
Query 1
Query 0
GEEM* R+q|YLt
PreGEEM* R+q|Y ′Lt
Figure 2. Risk comparison for GEEM vs PreGEEM. This follows
the risk computations for 25 nodes in cora dataset for one trial.
The black star indicates which node was selected, (following the
algorithm, it is the one with the lowest expected risk.)
of yq∗t−1 , but this increases the computational complexity
by a factor of |K|, which is highly undesirable. To avoid
this penalty, we further approximate R+q|YLt−1 ,q∗t−1 using the
value of risk for the label at the mode of p(yq∗t−1 |YLt−1).
Effectively, we use the predicted label yˆq∗t−1 of the previ-
ous model p(·|YLt−1) to form an augmented labelled set
Y′Lt = {YLt−1 ∪ {yˆq∗t−1}} and define an approximate risk:
Rˆ+q|Y′Lt
, Eyq
[
EYU9qt
[
1
|U9qt |
∑
i∈U9qt
1[yˆi 6= yi|yq,Y′Lt ]
]]
. (7)
The query node is then qˆ∗t = arg min
q∈Ut
Rˆ+q|YL′t
. We call this
new approach the Preemptive Graph EEM (PreGEEM).
Figure 2 compares the evolution of the two active learning
algorithms GEEM and PreGEEM for a small subset of nodes
to illustrate how using the approximated risk can impact the
query process. We see that the evaluated risks are similar,
and although the ordering of query nodes differs, after five
steps the same nodes have been selected by both algorithms.
4.5. Bounds on the PreGEEM Risk Error
We now present bounds on the risk estimation error that can
arise by using a predicted label. We focus on the one-step
error |R+q|Y′Lt −R
+q
|YL |, where the labelled sets differ for only
one label. For clarity, we first derive a bound for the binary
classification task. We then state the more general bound
for multiclass classification. Complete proofs are provided
in the supplementary material.
The following proposition, which follows straightforwardly
from Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 in (Sivan et al., 2019), bounds
the difference in prediction values for two label sets that
differ for m data points. The bound is expressed in terms of
the regularization parameter λ and the graph pre-processed
feature vectors x˜i.
Proposition 1. For weights w1 and w2 derived by L2-
penalized logistic regression to two datasets with common
feature vectors but label sets differing for m vectors indexed
by {ik}, k = 1, . . . ,m, define η , 12λ
∑m
k=1||x˜ik || and
b±η(w2, i) , σ(w>2 x˜i)−σ(w>2 x˜j±2η||x˜i||). For any x˜i,
|σ(w>1 x˜i) − σ(w>2 x˜i)| ≤ max(|bη(w2, i)|, |b−η(w2, i)|).
The following result characterizes the risk error when
we perform L2-regularized binary logistic regression on
{Y′Lt ∪ {yq = k}} to derive weights w2,k for k ∈ {0, 1}.
Define ηq , 12λ
(
||x˜q||+ ||x˜q∗t−1 ||
)
, and b˜(ηq,w2, i) =
max
k∈{0,1}
max
(|b+ηq (w2,k, i)|, |b−ηq (w2,k, i)|).
Theorem 4.1. The risk error arising from applying binary
L2-regularized logistic regression with regularization pa-
rameter λ to two labelled datasets YLt and Y
′
Lt that differ
by one label, associated with the node q∗t−1, is bounded as:
|R+q|YLt −R
+q
|Y′Lt
| ≤ 1|U9qt |
∑
i∈U9qt
b˜(ηq,w2, i) .
Sketch of Proof. We define the random variable ϕ+qi,YLt
which takes value ϕ+qi,k,YLt with probability p(yq = k|YLt)
for k ∈ {0, 1}. The difference in risk is:
1
|U9qt |
∑
i∈U9qt
Eyq [ϕ
+q
i,YLt
]− Eyq [ϕ+qi,Y′Lt ] , (8)
where Eyq denotes expectation over yq conditioned on the
observed label set, either YLt or Y
′
Lt . For query node
q, for each k1, k2 ∈ {0, 1}, we learn weights w1,k1 and
w2,k2 using {YLt ∪ {yq = k1}} and {Y′Lt ∪ {yq = k2}},
respectively. For each i ∈ U9qt , we have:
|ϕ+qi,k1,YLt − ϕ
+q
i,k2,Y′Lt
| ≤ |σ(w>1,k1 x˜i)− σ(w>2,k2 x˜i)| ,
≤ b˜(ηq,w2, i) . (9)
Here the first inequality follows from the definition of
ϕ+qi,k1,YLt
and the property that for 0 ≤ p1, p2 ≤ 1,
|min(p1, 1 − p1) − min(p2, 1 − p2)| ≤ |p1 − p2|. The
second inequality follows from Proposition (1), observing
that the labels can differ only for nodes q∗t−1 and q.
Observe that for random variables X and Y taking val-
ues in [a, b] and [c, d], respectively, |EX [X] − EY [Y ]| ≤
max
(
|a − d|, |b − c|
)
. Applying this to (8) and then em-
ploying (9) leads to the stated bound on the risk error.
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The following bound applies for the case of multiclass clas-
sification. For a given label set Y, we learn weights w(k)
for each class k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} using L2-regularized binary
one-vs-all logistic regression. The output prior to normaliza-
tion for a given feature vector x˜i is then σ(w(k)>x˜i). We
then normalize by dividing by Ci(w) =
∑K
k=1 σ(w
(k)>x˜i)
to obtain a probability vector. Letw(k
′)
2,k be the weight vector
learned for class k′ using label data {Y′Lt ∪{yq = k}}. Let
ρ(w2,k, η, i) , max
k′∈K
max(|bη(w(k
′)
2,k , i)|, |b−η(w(k
′)
2,k , i)|)
for b±η(w2, i) , σ(w>2 x˜i) − σ(w>2 x˜i ± 2η||x˜i||). De-
fine
β˜(w2, η, i) , max
k,k′
(∣∣∣∣σ(w(k′)>2,k x˜i)Ci(w2,k) − w(k′)>2,k x˜i−ρ(w2,k,η,i)Ci(w2,k)+4ρ(w2,k,η,i)
∣∣∣∣ ,∣∣∣∣σ(w(k′)>2,k x˜i)Ci(w2,k) − w(k′)>2 x˜i+ρ(w2,η,i)Ci(w2,k)−4ρ(w2,η,i)
∣∣∣∣) .
Theorem 4.2. The risk error arising from multiclass regres-
sion performed via repeated one-vs-all L2-regularized logis-
tic regression with regularization parameter λ to labelled
datasets YLt and Y
′
Lt that differ by one label, associated
with the node q∗t−1, is bounded as:
|R+q|YLt −R
+q
|Y′Lt
| ≤ 1|U9qt |
∑
i∈U9qt
β˜(w2, ηq, i) , (10)
for ηq , 12λ
(||x˜q||+ ||x˜q∗t−1 ||).
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1, but more in-
volved, and is provided in the supplementary material.
4.6. Combined method
The most extreme case of active learning is when we start
with only one labelled node. In this scenario, the logistic re-
gression model cannot make useful predictions until at least
some nodes have been queried. To address this scenario,
we combine our algorithm with a label-propagation method.
The aim is to first use label-propagation when very few node
labels are available, then switch to a combination of both
algorithms when more information is available, and finally
transition to the more accurate graph-cognizant logistic re-
gression. Bayesian model averaging provides a mechanism
to make this transition (Minka, 2002).
In Bayesian model averaging, we have V different classifiers
and our belief is that one of these models is correct. We start
with a prior p(v) over each model. After observing data D,
we compute the model evidence p(D|v). Using Bayes’ rule,
we can compute the posterior p(v|D) = p(v)p(D|v)/p(D)
and then weight the predictions:
p(yi|D) =
V∑
v=1
p(yi, v|D) =
V∑
v=1
p(yi|v,D)p(v|D).
In the context of expected error minimization active learn-
ing, we need to evaluate the risk associated with a query.
We introduce a model-dependent zero-one risk, and in our
combined method, we employ a model-averaged risk:
R+q|YL =
V∑
v=1
Eyq
[
R(YL,yq, v)
]
p(v|YL) . (11)
In order to compute (or approximate) this expression, we
need to evaluate p(v|YL). Assuming that we have equal
prior belief in the models available to us, this is equivalent
to calculating the marginal likelihood p(YL|v).
We incorporate two models, one based on label propaga-
tion and the other based on logistic regression. For the
binary random field model that underpins the label propa-
gation classifiers, there are no learnable model parameters
(there is one fixed hyperparameter). Evaluating the evidence
p(YL|v) is thus equivalent to computing p(YL) under the
BMRF model. This is a combinatorial problem, but we can
factorize the joint probability into a chain rule of condition-
als and use the same two-stage approximation (TSA) that
is employed in (Jun & Nowak, 2016). Additional details
are provided in the supplementary material. We denote this
evidence approximation by λTSA,YL , p(YL|BMRF ).
For the logistic regression model, we are using p(yi =
k|v,W) = σ(W>x˜i)(k). The joint probability
of the complete labelled set is then evaluated as
p(YL|v,W) =
∏
yi∈YL σ(W
>x˜)(ki), where ki is the
categorical index of yi. We then have p(YL|v) =∫
Θ
∏
yi∈YL σ(W
>x˜)(ki)p(W) dW. To calculate the ev-
idence, we thus need to integrate over the weight matrix
W, which is not analytically tractable. We choose to ap-
proximate p(YL|v) by p(YL|v,WYL), and we denote this
as λLG,YL ,
∏
yi∈YL σ(W
>
YL x˜)
(ki). This leads to a suf-
ficiently accurate approximation of the evidence for our
purpose (which is just to achieve an adaptive balance be-
tween label propagation and SGC).
We use the TSA algorithm (Jun & Nowak, 2016) as the label
propagation-based estimator, leading to a new combined
approach for selecting the query node. We solve
arg min
q∈Ut
R+q|YL = λ¯LG,YLR
+q
|YL,LG + λ¯TSA,YL , R
+q
|YL,TSA ,
where λ¯LG,YL and λ¯TSA,YL are our normalized estimates
for the model evidences for the SGC model and the TSA
label propagation model, respectively, after observing the
data YL.
5. Experiments
We examine performance using five of the node classi-
fication benchmarks in (Shchur et al., 2018). Cora, Cite-
seer (Sen et al., 2008) and Pubmed (Namata et al., 2012)
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Figure 3. Comparison of performance of active learning algorithms for Experiment 1. Each point on a curve shows the mean classification
accuracy achieved across 20 random partitions after the labelled set has been expanded to the indicated number of nodes. The shaded
regions indicate 5/95 confidence intervals on the means derived using bootstrap.
are citation datasets. Nodes represent journal articles and
an undirected edge is included when one article cites an-
other. The node features are bag-of-words representations
of article content. Amazon-Photo and Amazon-Computers
are graphs based on customers’ co-purchase history records.
For each dataset we isolate the largest connected component
in the graph following (Shchur et al., 2018). The description
of the dataset statistics is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Statistics of evaluation datasets.
Dataset Classes Features Nodes Edges EdgeDensity
Cora 7 1,433 2,485 5,069 0.04%
Citeseer 6 3,703 2,110 3,668 0.04%
Pubmed 3 500 19,717 44,324 0.01%
Am-comp. 10 767 13,381 245,778 0.07%
Am-photo 8 745 7,487 119,043 0.11%
Microwave 2 19 322 5,753 5.54%
5.1. Baselines
We compare the following active learning algorithms: (i)
Random: This baseline chooses a node to query by uni-
form random selection, and then performs classification
using SGC; (ii) AGE: The graph neural network based algo-
rithm proposed by (Cai et al., 2017); (iii) ANRMAB: The
graph neural network algorithm proposed by (Gao et al.,
2018a), in which a multi-arm bandit is used to adapt the
weights assigned to the different metrics used when con-
structing the score to choose a query node; (iv) TSA: The
label-propagation algorithm based on a two-stage approx-
imation of the BMRF model (Jun & Nowak, 2016); (v)
EC-TV, EC-MSD: The label-propagation algorithms based
on a Gaussian random field approximation to the BMRF
model (Berberidis & Giannakis, 2018); (vi) GEEM: The
proposed algorithm based on SGC and expected error min-
imization; (vii) PreGEEM: The proposed algorithm with
preemptive queries; (viii) Combined : The proposed com-
bined algorithm that uses Bayesian model averaging to adap-
tively merge SGC and label propagation in an EEM frame-
work.
5.2. Experimental Settings
For each experiment, we report the average over 20 trials
with different random partitions. All GCNs and SGCs have
2 layers. The weight-adapting parameter of AGE is set to
the values in (Cai et al., 2017) and to 0.995 for non-included
datasets. For the larger datasets, Am-Photo, Am-Comp and
Pubmed, we reduce computational complexity for GEEM
and PreGEEM by evaluating risk using a subset of 500
nodes, selected randomly in an approach similar to (Roy
& McCallum, 2001). This has minimal impact on perfor-
mance. The GCN hyperparameters are set to the values
found by (Shchur et al., 2018) to be the best performing
hyperparameter configurations. Early stopping is not em-
ployed because access to a validation set is not a reasonable
assumption in an active learning setting. We also include a
“non-optimized” version of AGE; this is because, in practice,
we would usually not have access to the tuned hyperparam-
eters provided by (Shchur et al., 2018), because these are
derived using a large validation set. For the non-optimized
version of AGE, the hyperparameter configuration for each
trial was randomly selected from the values considered in
the grid search of (Shchur et al., 2018).
Experiment 1: Initial Labelled Set, Transductive: Each al-
gorithm is initially provided with a small set of randomly
chosen labelled nodes. We evaluate performance on a set
of test nodes comprising 20% of the unlabelled set. The
algorithms cannot query nodes from this evaluation set. Al-
gorithms have access to the entire topology and all node
features. For the Cora and Citeseer datasets, we start with
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Figure 4. Performance comparison between the label propagation algorithms and the proposed combined model-averaging expected error
minimization method for the case when the initial label set consists of one random node. In the transductive setting, accuracy is evaluated
across all unlabelled nodes; in the inductive setting, accuracy is evaluated on a held-out test set of nodes.
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Figure 5. Performance of the active learning algorithms for detec-
tion of faulty links in the microwave link network.
0.5% of labelled nodes. We reduce this to 0.01% for the
larger datasets to achieve similar initial set sizes.
Experiment 2: Single Labelled Node, Transductive and In-
ductive: Algorithms start with a single random labeled node.
We examine two settings. In the transductive setting, algo-
rithms know the entire graph and can access all features.
Performance is assessed over all unlabelled nodes. In the
inductive setting, a portion of the graph is held out for test-
ing; the algorithms do not have access to the features and
topology information for these nodes.
5.3. Results and Discussion
Experiment 1: Figure 3 and Table 2 show how the algo-
rithms’ accuracies change as more nodes are added to an
initial labelled set of size 10-20 nodes. Label propagation
algorithm performances are not shown because they are out-
performed by the GCN methods for this scenario. For all
presented datasets, the proposed algorithms outperform the
other GCN-based methods. This holds even for the cases
when the hyperparameters of the GCN have been optimized
using a validation set. When the hyperparameters are not
tuned, the performance of the AGE algorithm deteriorates
dramatically. It is better to choose the query node randomly.
AGE outperforms the ANRMAB algorithm for the datasets
where its weight-adapting parameter was tuned (Cora, Cite-
seer and Pubmed). The Random baseline and the proposed
GEEM method use the same classifier, so they differ only
in the nodes that are queried. Choosing an informative set
of nodes using our proposed methods leads to a substan-
tially improved accuracy in all cases. For the Cora dataset,
the optimized GCN classifier initially outperforms the SGC
model. However GEEM quickly outperforms as more nodes
are queried, showing that the selection algorithm is more ef-
fective. Comparing PreGEEM performance against GEEM,
it is clear that the approximation has very little impact; there
is no clear performance difference between the two.
Experiment 2: Figure 4 compares the performance of the
proposed Combined method with the label propagation al-
gorithms. In the transductive setting, the proposed method
is much better than Random selection. Since it incorpo-
rates the TSA technique, its performance is similar to TSA
when few nodes have been queried. As the number of labels
increases, there starts to be a small but significant improve-
ment in accuracy. The inability of the label propagation
methods to adapt to the inductive setting is shown clearly
in Figures 4(b) and 4(d). In order to choose effective nodes
to query, these methods need to know the topology of the
entire graph. By contrast, the Combined method, which in-
corporates graph-based logistic regression, achieves similar
performance in both inductive and transductive settings.
5.4. Practical Application
To give a concrete motivating application for PreGEEM, we
also report the results of experiments on a private company
dataset obtained from measurements of a microwave link
network. Currently, faulty links are identified by human
operators who must process lengthy performance log files.
The identification or labelling of a faulty link takes a few
minutes. Link performances vary substantially over time,
so it is necessary to repeatedly label data. It is desirable to
automate the faulty link detection procedure by training a
classifier. Active learning has the potential to substantially
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Table 2. Experiment 1 and Practical Application: Average accuracy
at different budgets. Asterisks indicate that a Wilcoxon ranking test
showed a significant difference (at 5% significance level) between
the marked method and the best performing baseline.
budget b 0 1 10 30 b
Cora (60)
GEEM* 39.6 46.5 69.8* 77.2* 79.9
PreGEEM* 39.6 46.5 68.2* 77.1* 80.3
Random 39.6 40.2 49.7 63.0 73.3
AGE 46.6 52.7 61.6 74.9 79.8
ANRMAB 46.6 47.5 59.1 72.7 78.1
Citeseer (60)
GEEM* 40.5 49.7* 65.8* 71.2 72.8
PreGEEM* 40.5 49.7* 66.5* 71.8 73.3
Random 40.5 44.1 53.8 64.4 70.4
AGE 41.2 44.7 60.5 69.1 71.4
ANRMAB 41.2 44.1 55.7 64.6 69.4
Pubmed (40)
GEEM* 52.3 58.1 72.6 77.6 78.7
PreGEEM* 52.3 58.1 69.3 77.2 78.0
Random 52.3 54.1 64.7 72.3 73.9
AGE 57.3 60.8 70.4 76.7 78.1
ANRMAB 57.3 58.8 69.5 74.1 75.7
Am-photo (40)
GEEM* 59.6* 64.3* 82.4* 89.2* 90.7*
PreGEEM* 59.6* 64.3* 80.3* 88.8* 89.6
Random 59.6* 61.4* 72.0 82.3 87.6
AGE 45.5 52.0 51.5 67.8 69.3
ANRMAB 45.5 50.6 62.6 67.8 70.0
Am-comp. (40)
GEEM* 54.6* 59.8* 68.8* 74.8* 76.8*
PreGEEM* 54.6* 59.8* 68.4* 76.5* 77.5*
Random 54.6* 57.7* 65.9 72.8 73.3
AGE 47.1 41.5 51.6 52.4 53.3
ANRMAB 47.1 49.4 54.6 58.7 58.5
Microwave (60)
GEEM* 76.4 77.5 80.1 82.9* 86.0*
PreGEEM* 76.4 77.5 80.3 82.4* 86.0*
Random 76.4 76.7 79.1 81.0 83.9
AGE 69.1 68.3 70.3 70.3 75.1
ANRMAB 69.1 67.2 72.3 73.5 73.2
reduce the time an operator must devote to the labelling
task each week. For graphs the size of common microwave
link networks, the GEEM algorithm can return a query in
approximately one to two minutes, so this is an example
where the PreGEEM algorithm can compute the next query
during the labelling process.
The graph is constructed directly from the physical topology
and is important because graph-based classification signif-
icantly outperforms classification algorithms that ignore
the network. The features are link characteristics such as
received signal strength and signal distortion metrics. Ta-
ble 1 provides the statistics of the dataset. We consider an
experiment where an initial labelled set of 8 links is pro-
vided, and the active learning algorithm must identify query
nodes. Table 2 and Figure 5 compare the performance of
GEEM, PreGEEM, Random, AGE and ANRMAB. AGE
and ANRMAB performs much worse than random selec-
tion because the GCN is inaccurate for a small number of
labels. GEEM and PreGEEM achieve a small but significant
improvement.
6. Conclusion
We have introduced an active learning algorithm for node
classification on attributed graphs that uses SGC (a lin-
earized GCN) in an expected error minimization frame-
work. Numerical experiments demonstrate that the proposed
method significantly outperforms existing active learning
algorithms for attributed graphs without relying on a valida-
tion set. We also proposed a preemptive algorithm that can
generate a query while the oracle is labelling the previous
query, and showed experimentally that this approximation
does not impact the performance.
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